Student Campus Computing Committee

Meeting Notes

January 7, 2020

Education, Building 02, Room 024

Present: Camron Dennler, Chairperson
        Abi Rahman-Davies, CLA
        Steven Pineda, CSC
        Matt Borda, CAFES

Nicole Hill, CENG
Michael Brazil, OCOB
Alison Robinson, ITS
Carter Terranova, CAED

Absent: Brian Kragh, ASI
        Matthew Wallace, CLA/CENG
        Kendal Grossgold, Kennedy Library

I. Meeting Notes

None, December meeting was cancelled.

II. Cal Poly Website Design, University Marketing

- Planning a launch at the end of the month. Looking for student feedback and would like to present to ASI. Shared the 5 goals set by the president and cabinet in the website redesign.
- Described phases of projects which included on and off-campus research in use and needs. Described the keyword strategy to help make us more visible and findable especially those not familiar with Cal Poly.
- Showed the cohesive brand in action – the actual website preview. Feedback from the group was that it looked very nice and it was good work.

III. Ideas for Recruiting 1st and 2nd Year Students to SC3

Reach out to department chairs to ask, Alison check with Darren how he got membership. Cameron will send an email with template to introduce themselves to board contacts.

IV. Ideas for R Update on Canvas and Mobile Application Projects

As of Tuesday morning 1/7, in Canvas, there are:

437 unique courses
303 unique teachers
11,280 unique students
3,050 assignments
554 discussion topics
13,009 files uploaded
62 media recording

Everyone in the group reported having one course using Canvas, that it has been easy to use and they have not heard on any problems.

IV. Spring Quarter Membership

Received confirmation that all in attendance at the meeting would continue through the spring quarter except Michel who is graduating. Need to work with OCOB to find Michaels replacement. Need to reach out to Brian, Matthew and Kendal to confirm their attendance for spring so that early registration information can be submitted.

Next Meeting: February 4, 2020